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Abstract

The paper provides a system-level overview of Near-Field Meta-Steering (NFMS) technology. The NFMS is an emerging antenna beam-steering method that uses the physical rotation of pair of thin metasurfaces that are placed in very close proximity to a high-gain feeding base antenna. This method neither uses any active radio frequency (RF) components nor physical tilting of any antenna part. It is for these reasons that this method yields antenna systems that superior to traditional electronically scanned phased array and mechanically rotated beam-steering antennas. The antenna systems can be developed for a range of applications including inflight connectivity, low-cost satellite terminal antennas, and high-power microwave- and millimeter-wave applications. The dynamic phase transformation that is achieved by the rotation of two metasurfaces, in a proof-of-concept prototype reported in 2017, indicate that an antenna beam can be scanned in a conical region having an apex angle of 102°.

1 Introduction

The Near-Field Meta-Steering (NFMS) is an emerging high-gain antenna beam-steering technique that combines the unique and attractive features of traditional electronic and mechanical steering antennas. The technique is inspired from an optical beam-scanning concept that is implemented using pair Risley prisms [1,2]. The optical scanning led to the development of beam-scanning antennas using dielectric wedges [3,4] and later using phase-shifting surfaces [5]. The major breakthrough was the use of near-field metasurfaces to steer the beam of medium-to-high gain antennas, which was first reported in 2017 [6].

The electromagnetic (EM) part of the NFMS based antenna system comprises a high-gain antenna, which is also referred to as base antenna, and a pair of phase-gradient metasurfaces (PGMs) to introduce a specific phase shift in the field radiated by the base antenna [6]. The two PGMs are placed above the base antenna, in the near-field region, and at not more than one wavelength spacing apart. The high-gain base antenna is totally stationary and the PGMs are physically rotated to scan the antenna beam in an angular region.

The NFMS yields antenna systems that are better than contemporaries in many ways. These antenna systems have extremely low height profile – the height of antenna system reported in [6] is only $1.3\lambda_0$, where $\lambda_0$ is the free-space wavelength at the operating frequency. The actual radiator in the antenna system that has radio frequency (RF) connection, i.e., base antenna, is stationary and hence do not require any RF rotary joints used in other mechanical steering systems. The electrical power is only needed for the low-power motors that are used to rotate the pair of PGMs. In contrast, electronically scanned phased arrays need at least one phase shifter for each antenna element in the array. The NFMS antenna systems can be developed for high-power applications using specially designed all-metal type metasurfaces [7,8]. During the scan, the antenna system maintains planar profile unlike physically rotated reflector dishes that need 3D volume to physically move the structure.

The NFMS has inspired others to extend the concept in various forms. An all-dielectric version of beam-steering system was investigated through numerical simulations using graded-dielectric plates (GDPs) [9]. In another following work, dual-polarized beam-steering antenna systems were investigated [10]. A more accurate phase method was reported to predict direction of antenna beam using rotation angles of the PGMs [11]. A more recent investigation have reported optimized pair of PGMs to reduce undesirable grating lobes [12].

Considering the interest of the research community, this paper aims at introducing system level overview of the NFMS based antenna systems without focusing on detailed design procedures of individual components. The paper is organized such that first system description is given in Section II. The propagation of field from two PGMs will be explained in Section III and finally paper is concluded at the end.

2 System Level Description

A pictorial view of the classic NFMS based antenna is shown in Fig. 1. A planar base antenna is depicted in the figure but any other high-gain antenna that has a large radiating aperture can be used as the base antenna [13-16]. The base antenna typically has a beam fixed in the broadside direction. The two PGMs (M1 and M2) are placed above the base antenna and are individually designed to tilt the antenna beam away from the broadside in a specific direction. It is for this reason that these metasurfaces are sometime also referred to as beam-tilting
metasurfaces. In this classical configuration, the M2 is independent of the choice of base antenna. However, the M1 varies with a base antenna. If the base antenna has nearly uniform aperture phase distribution in the near-field region, then M1 and M2 are identical. On the other hand, if the base antenna has non-uniform aperture phase distribution in the near-field region then M1 is modified to cater for the phase non-uniformity. In some cases, as done in [9], an additional layer of metasurface can be introduced before M1 and M2 to first remove the non-uniformity in aperture phase distribution [13,14]. In this latter case, M1 and M2 can be identical but this comes at the cost of an additional surface.

The fundamental element of a PGM is a spatially distributed phase-shifting unit-cell elements. The unit-cell elements locally implement the phase profile of a PGM. The operating principle of the PGMs is same as that of phased arrays. A typical PGM has unit cells having lateral dimensions smaller than \( \lambda_0/2 \) [6,12]. In some all-metal type PGMs unit-cell elements slightly larger than \( \lambda_0/2 \) are also used. The detailed discerption of unit-cell elements in phase transforming metasurfaces articles including planar lenses and will be discussed here.

A PGM introduces progressive phase shift, in the electric field propagating through it, using spatially distributed unit-cell elements. The unit-cells are arranged such that phase shift increases with a constant step along one of the linear axes of the metasurface and is constant along the orthogonal axis. The step size or \( \Delta \Phi \) is calculated following antenna array theory and depends on the required tilting angle, the lateral size of the unit-cell element, and the operating frequency of the antenna system [6]. A typical phase profile of the PGM along the increasing phase axis is shown in Fig. 3. The ideal phase of a PGM is shown with a thick black line in the figure. Since the phase repeats after a cycle of 360\(^o\), this phase can be wrapped between 0 and 360\(^o\) across the metasurface aperture. The number of periodic cycles of phase progression depends on the aperture size of the metasurface. As an example, an arbitrary sized \( (D) \) PGM is drawn with grey color indicating the phase progression and wrapped phase cycles across the aperture of the PGM in Fig. 2(b). In this figure uniform color along vertical axis indicate placement of same phase-shifting unit cells and hence constant phase shift. The varying color along horizontal axis indicate different phase-shifting unit cells having progressive phase shift along the horizontal axis. The linear axis along which the phase shift increases is important because the metasurface tilts the antenna beam along this axis.

3 Field Propagation Through Pair of Parallel Phase-Gradient Metasurfaces (PGMs)

The classic configuration of NFMS system, shown in Fig. 1 having a base antenna and an identical pair of metasurfaces is explained here. It is assumed that the antenna has uniform aperture phase distribution and the electric field at the input of first metasurface (M1) has planar phase front. The M1 introduces a linearly increasing phase shift as pictorially shown in Fig. 4, which effectively tilts the beam at an offset angle.

The field propagation through second metasurface (M2) can be explained for two extreme cases separately: (a) when M1 and M2 are aligned (b) when M1 and M2 are pointing in opposite directions. These two cases are pictorially depicted in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), when the
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**Fig. 1:** Perspective view of a Near-Field Meta-Steering base antenna system. The two metasurfaces M1 and M2 are physically rotated around the antenna axis (z-axis here).

**Fig. 2:** (a). Transmission phase profile of a phase-gradient metasurface (PGM), (b). An arbitrary circular PGMs with wrapped phase profile depicted with grey color.

**Fig. 3:** Functional depiction of the first of two metasurface used in the steering system.

**Fig. 4:** Field propagation through pair of parallel phase-gradient metasurfaces (PGMs) in NFMS system.
is to dynamically control the aperture phase distribution by rotating the two phase-gradient metasurfaces (PGMs). The recent research interest from several groups across the world highlights the immense importance and unique characteristics of this beam-steering technology. The full potential of NFMS can be utilized to develop connectivity solution for several upcoming applications including mobile-satellite connectivity.
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One of the challenges associated with the phase wrapping and periodic nature of a PGM (as depicted in Fig. 2(b)) is that it leads to grating type side lobes. The issues of grating lobes can be addressed to some extent using an optimized pair of metasurfaces in [12] that have steeper phase gradients. It is concluded that a steeper phase-gradient leads to smaller number of grating lobes and high directivity in the main beam direction.

Conclusion

The paper presents a basic system-level overview to understand the working of Near-Field Meta-Steering technology (NFMS). The key to achieving beam-steering is to dynamically control the aperture phase distribution by
